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WE
THE
people.
our philosophy
In a world grappling with the intricate dynamics of power and governance, the emergence of the OVERRIDE project 
marks a pivotal moment in history. As global power struggles intensify, citizens across nations find themselves at a 
crossroads, yearning for a greater say in the operations of governments that seem increasingly disconnected from 
the populace’s aspirations. Drawing inspiration from the enduring spirit of “We The People” that propelled the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, OVERRIDE emerges as a beacon of hope and empowerment. 

Owning OVERRIDE tokens transcends mere investment; it’s an emblem of a collective awakening, an assertion that 
the time has come for the people to reclaim their inherent power and redefine the terms of their social contract. This 
visionary project, [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE, is not just about decentralization but a revolutionary call to exercise our 
rights to freedom of association and self-determination. It’s a bold challenge to the status quo, questioning the long-
unchallenged dominance of government service corporations, centralized banks, tax systems, energy providers, 
and social media giants - all entities that have profited at the expense of the common people.

The most intriguing aspect of OVERRIDE is its interactive approach, transforming participants into architects of 
future governance. Through an engaging game-like platform, individuals earn OVERRIDE tokens by completing 
quests that not only challenge existing governmental processes but also propose more effective alternatives. These 
quests aren’t mere simulations; they are practical demonstrations of how blockchain technology can revolutionize 
governance, ensuring that the will of the people is accurately and efficiently represented. As OVERRIDE gains 
momentum, it sets the stage for a future where outdated, inefficient government processes are replaced with those 
that genuinely reflect the collective will, sculpting a new era of governance rooted in the true spirit of democracy.
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oVERVIEW
OVERRIDE CENTRALIZED CONTROL

our mission our vision

“No matter what you do, you 
will never run away from you.”

- Paul Revere.

[PROJECT]:OVERRIDE confronts the monopolistic 
use of technology by central powers, aspiring to 
transform the adoption of blockchain in societal 
decision-making and government services. It 
empowers individuals to actively shape their world, 
challenging a system that often encroaches on 
fundamental freedoms, rather than merely observing it.

At [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE, we aim to revolutionize 
how society interacts with technology and governance. 
Utilizing blockchain, we’re committed to making 
democratic processes like voting and taxation more 
efficient, transparent, and centered on the people in 
context to their locality. Our focus is on streamlining 
bureaucracy and boosting accountability, reducing 
governmental overreach to improve governance 
effectiveness and increase individual autonomy and 
control over representatives.

We envision a future where digital sovereignty and 
collective action transform governance, addressing 
systemic issues in voting, taxation, and law 
implementation. This emerges from frustrations 
with corruption, corporate influence, and detached 
decision-making in current systems. To engage 
communities, we’re integrating advanced augmented 
reality and geospatial gameplay, making the intricate 
world of governance accessible and interactive, and 
fostering local involvement and understanding.



In our rapidly evolving digital 
e r a , [ P R O J E C T ] : O V E R R I D E 
addresses the growing rift between 
technological progress and 
societal well-being. This project 
pinpoints several critical societal 
issues, underscoring the need for 
transformative change:
1. Information Overload: Excessive 
data in the digital age leads to 
disconnection from real-world 
issues.
2. Distrust in Government:
Skepticism towards government 
institutions stems from inefficiencies 
and corporate influences.

3. Outdated Systems: Bureaucratic 
processes fail to meet the demands 
of modern society.
4. Privacy Concerns: Advancements 
in technology, like AI, trigger fears 
about data control and privacy.
5. Social Fragmentation: Corporate 
data monetization without individual 
benefit diminishes social cohesion, 
worsened by surveillance and data 
misuse.
6. Self-Censorship and Anxiety:
Surveillance technologies promote 
self-censorship, impacting freedom 
of expression.
[PROJECT]:OVERRIDE’s mission 

is to empower individuals and 
communities to take control of their 
data and information, challenging 
the skewed power dynamics 
favoring data-centric corporations 
over individual rights and 
government processes. The project 
envisions creating a balanced 
ecosystem where technology 
aligns with and enhances human 
interactions and freedoms, bridging 
the gap between the digital and 
physical worlds for societal benefit.

why override?

PROBLEM

Why Override? The answer lies in our collective desire for freedom, security, and equity 

in the digital realm—a vision that [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE is poised to turn into reality.

“We have it in our 
power to begin the 
world over again.”

- Thomas Paine.



SOLUTION
VISION OF AN ALTERNATIVE FUTURE
[PROJECT]:OVERRIDE stands as a beacon of hope, offering an alternative to the dominance of corporatocratic and 
technocratic systems. Our initiative focuses on empowering individuals in specific localities, enabling them to shape 
their destinies and make independent decisions free from external control. 

By utilizing a decentralized platform built on blockchain technology, OVERRIDE facilitates consensus-building and 
collective decision-making at a neighborhood level. This approach transfers decision-making power from large 
government to the hands of local people, fostering a more equitable and community-centric governance model.

1. Making new technology to replace government processes that don’t work well anymore.
2. Making complicated information, like government rules, easier to understand.
3. Getting people in a local area to work together and come to agreement that everyone is okay with.
4. Thinking about new ways to come to an agreement that can be checked and proven to be true or real.
5. Ensuring that everyone has the right to control their own personal information.

PROJECT FOCUS

We theorize that the use of the following blockchain technologies will produce these changes in society:
- Geospatial Gameplay → Enhances engagement among people within their local areas.
- Reward Tokens → Encourages consistent participation among players.
- Self-Sovereign Identity → Offers identification verification not issued by the government.
- Decentralized Voting Mechanism → Ensures accurate polling of people’s opinions.
- Augmented Reality → Displays relevant public data in context with specific locations.

In the digital realm, where actions leave digital footprints, OVERRIDE recognizes the crucial need for personal control 
and authority over one’s digital data and identity. OVERRIDE addresses the essential human rights of freedom of 
association and self-determination. By empowering individuals to manage their digital selves, OVERRIDE facilitates 
the right to voluntarily join or leave groups, fostering connections based on locality, and reinforcing our sovereignty.

THEORY OF CHANGE

CHANGING THE TERMS and conditions.



TECHNOLOGY
In an era where accurately mirroring the will of the people is fundamental to our future, [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE 
exemplifies the potential of technology in revolutionizing governance. This project is not just a technological 
innovation; it’s a pivotal shift towards a governance model that values dependability, truthfulness, and integrity. 
OVERRIDE operates as a digital record-keeping system, decentralizing control and decision-making to enhance 
security, transparency, and resistance to tampering. 

Utilizing Web 3.0, it marks a significant transition towards a future where technology is an enabler, not a ruler. The 
steps we take today with OVERRIDE may seem small, but they are crucial in shaping how we make decisions and 
coexist. As we embark on this journey, OVERRIDE serves as a cornerstone for a governance structure where the 
democratic process is tailored to specific situations and environments, ensuring that technology aids in effectively 
governing ourselves.

OVERRIDE leverages blockchain to secure 
and authenticate online interactions, bypassing 
intermediaries. This tool, known for its transparent 
and unalterable records, extends beyond financial 
transactions. It serves as a powerful platform for 
enhancing governance accountability and integrity. 
Blockchain’s elimination of middlemen not only 
ensures digital safety but also upholds fairness 
and honesty in government actions; restoring trust.

Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) empowers individuals 
to own, control, and share their data on their terms, 
prioritizing privacy and consent. This approach 
shifts control from private entities to the people, 
ensuring personal data is managed by its rightful 
owners, aligning with OVERRIDE’s vision of 
empowering users and protecting their privacy. 
Using SSI allows for optional voluntary compliance 
with existing regulations - without being in conflict.

Augmented Reality (AR) or Mixed Reality enriches 
the digital governance experience by merging virtual 
elements with the physical world. This technology 
isn’t about virtual escapism, but about deepening 
our understanding of real-world environments. 
By adding digital layers to actual locations, AR in 
OVERRIDE makes governmental processes and 
local information more comprehensible through 
immersive, geographically contextual gameplay. 
This approach transforms learning about policies 
and their impacts into an interactive adventure, 
enhancing public engagement and education.

Leveraging Decentralized Physical Infrastructure 
(DePIN), OVERRIDE introduces a proof of 
location technology, ensuring private and 
anonymous confirmation of one’s actual presence 
at a specific place. This method, secure and 
nearly impervious to manipulation, verifies real-
world locations accurately, which is crucial for 
local votes. It authenticates actual participants, 
eliminating concerns about bots or fake accounts, 
and removes the dependency on government-
issued IDs, thereby revolutionizing location-based 
interactions and transactions.

BLOCKCHAIN SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY

AUGMENTED REALITY PROOF OF LOCATION



Geospatial/AR gAME

Storytelling has long been a powerful tool for sharing ideas and inspiring change. By framing the project’s activities 
within a fictional narrative, [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE leverages the power of storytelling to create an immersive 
experience that captivates the imagination. This approach allows participants to explore innovative technological 
solutions in a fun, engaging manner, without disrupting the operation of the existing government.

At the heart of OVERRIDE is a compelling narrative where players assume the role as recruits of time travelers from 
2040. Their mission? To course-correct a dystopian future where humanity’s freedom hangs by a thread. These 
time travelers venture back to 2024 to enlist “We The People” to help combat a centralized algorithmic force that 
manipulates information and stifles liberty. In this alternate reality, players must rally the masses, using their wits and 
strategic gameplay to overlay a new, decentralized future onto the present—one where freedom and self-sovereign-
ty reign supreme. The antagonist, ClosedAI, the Centralized Algorithmic Intelligence (CAI), has enslaved humanity 
through full-spectrum dominance, manipulating information access and leading society down a path where taxation 
and natural resource extraction are replaced by harvesting personal data and biometrics of the individual.

As part of a team of “We The People”, you possess the blueprint used by the centralized controllers—a tool that is 
both your weapon and your shield. Your mission is to educate the masses and aid in crafting an alternate geospatial 
mixed reality layer where people reclaim control over their localities using Web 3.0 technology. This is not just a 
game; it’s a movement—a chance to participate in shaping a new timeline where freedom prevails.

In a world where real-life mixes with 
our smartphones, OVERRIDE is doing 
something big to change how we deal with 
our surroundings. We’ve decided to shift our 
main focus to make a geospatial/AR game that 
combines elements of storytelling, puzzles, 
or challenges with actual physical locations. 
This game, will eventually influence how our 
localities operate, by encouraging individuals 
to participate, through a compelling narrative 
that is enjoyable and informative.

Storyline



Gameplay/Quests

The gaming experience in OVERRIDE 
commences dynamically after players 
successfully complete the inaugural secret 
quest. This involves a pivotal action: making 
a social media post highlighting corruption 
in their local area, accompanied by the 
tags “The #OVERRIDE has begun. #State/
Province/Territory #Country $OVRRD”. This 
not only earns players OVERRIDE tokens – the 
exclusive currency fueling their journey – but 
also allocates an additional reserve of tokens for 
fellow participants within their specific locale.

Subsequently, players embark on real-world 
missions, an engaging blend of clandestine 
tasks peppered with hidden messages, and 
physical meetups at designated locations 
within their city. These missions are designed 
to interact with their environment in a novel and 
meaningful way.

The culminating phase of OVERRIDE is 
centered around the acquisition of digital land, 
uniquely integrated through geospatial and 
augmented reality layers. This aspect introduces 
a critical strategic component, compelling 
players to make decisions about what areas to 
claim and develop. As these digital territories 
appreciate in value, players must astutely use 
their OVERRIDE tokens, which act as keys to 
unlock and amplify their influence within the 
game’s evolving universe.

Life is a game. 
Play to earn.



Integrations or use of Web 3.0 technology or blockchain mentioned herein does not imply a partnership or an 
endorsement of [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE from the mentioned blockchain project or company. Due to the ever-
evolving landscape of Web 3.0 technology and the volatility of the blockchain space, [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE 
cannot guarantee the success or longevity of the blockchain projects. Any personal use of these blockchains carries 
inherent risk, and [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE cannot be held responsible for any financial loss. None of this white 
paper shall be construed as investment advice. Participants are encouraged to do their own research and implement 
appropriate cryptocurrency practices before participating.

Partnerships are yet to be determined. 
[PROJECT]:OVERRIDE is seeking local businesses 
and restaurants to collaborate with by hosting 
hidden quests or becoming part of a location-based 
adventure. Businesses that have permission to 
install DePIN hardware on their rooftops with a clear 
line-of-sight to another rooftop approximately 1000 
meters away will be given priority when selecting 
partners.

if your business is interested 
in participating please contact 
partnership@override.solutions 

Drawing inspiration from pioneering white papers 
in the space, OVERRIDE integrates cutting-edge 
blockchain technology to ensure player actions have 
real-world impact. Integrations with decentralized 
platforms like Ethereum, Polygon, and Verus Network 
ensure interoperability across the blockchain space. 
Over the Reality and Spheroid Universe offer 
players a chance to interact with virtual real estate 
and augmented reality, while mechanisms from 
XYO, FOAM, and Qortal provide the Decentralized 
Physical Infrastructure (DePIN) for geospatial 
gameplay. The game’s economy is designed to 
reward active participation and contribution to the 
OVERRIDE vision, fostering a sense of ownership 
and investment in the game’s outcome.

legal notice

INTEGRATIONS PARTNERSHIPS

https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888440613543936
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888299185815703
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888335504293930
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888270282870924
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888239475691530
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888382841196575
https://spheroiduniverse.io/
https://www.overthereality.ai/
https://qortal.org/
https://www.foam.space/
https://xyo.network/
https://verus.io/
https://polygon.technology/
https://ethereum.org/


tokenomics
[PROJECT]:OVERRIDE is setting a new precedent in the realm of 
blockchain gaming by introducing an intricate system of incentives 
that not only engages players but also contributes to a larger vision 
of a decentralized world.

The OVERRIDE Token serves as 
the vital force driving the game 
ecosystem. Drawing inspiration 
from the success of tokens within 
GameFi platforms, the OVERRIDE 
Token is meticulously crafted to ac-
knowledge contributions, success-
ful quest completions, and unlock 
heightened status. Its is strategical-
ly designed forge partnerships with 
local businesses make people want 
to join and keep playing.

Created on the Polygon network, 
provides advantages and symboliz-
es ownership of a portion of OVER-
RIDE’s history. These NFTs play a 
vital role in the operational struc-
ture of the project. Those who own 
these NFTs are on the OVERRIDE 
Council, helping steer the game-
play narrative and quests. Owners 
of this NFT benefit financially from 
the cryptocurrency generated by 
auctioning off batches of VerusIDs.

Hidden features and rewards are 
scattered throughout the game 
to surprise players and enrich 
the gaming experience. Easter 
eggs incentivize exploration and 
continuous play by being hidden 
features or rewards. They can 
range from rare digital collectibles 
to special status or access to 
exclusive events within the game. 
The allure of Easter eggs is that 
they reward discovery with benefits.

OVERRIDE TOKEN (?) FIRST 1,000 NFT (?) EASTER EGGS

Seed Funding
211,220.2

1% Initial Liquidity Offering
4,224,404

20%

Verus Reserve-Backed 
Basket-Currency

2,745,862.6
13%

Total  Supply
21,122,020 tokens

 
Circulating Supply

7,040,673.33333 tokens

Time-Locked
14,081,346.66666 tokens 

(time-locked until 1/3 
unlocks 17.03.2024 
and remaining 1/3 

unlocks 20.04.2024)

Rewards for Gameplay
7,603,927.2

36%

Marketing
2,534,642.4

12%

Tech Development
3,801,963.6

18%

https://etherscan.io/token/0x71e64383b4fef62426dd1f7483df75f832b84722
https://polygonscan.com/address/0xc39fd0f0a1a8c680828b7293f0b64cbb5ecba839#internaltx
https://vaultalert.net/Override.vETH@
https://vaultalert.net/Override.PBaaSLaunch@


Our timeline of events reflects the American Revolution by initiating token un-
locks on dates when the planet Pluto occupied the same position in the sky, 
on pivotal American events (see Cue Points), as in the year 1776.

December 21, 2023: The circulating supply reaches 7,040,673.33333 
tokens. 2/3 of the total supply are time-locked on the Verus Network.

December 21, 2020: The minting of the total supply of 21,122,020 
tokens. 3 year vesting period begins.

January 21, 2024: 4,224,404 tokens (20%) of total supply are allocated 
to a crowd-based Initial Liquidity Offering (ILO) on Ethereum.

March 17, 2024: 2/3 of the supply is unlocked. 2,038,758.7 tokens are 
integrated into CANADA@, AMERICA@ and AUSTRALIA@ VerusIDs.

April 20, 2024: The last third of the supply is unlocked and 2,745,862.6 
tokens are integrated into a Verus Reserve-backed Basket Currency.

June 14, 2024: The co-creation of quests and seeding of Easter Eggs 
on OVERRIDE-layer begins.

timeline



ROADMAP

Please Note: Our roadmap is significantly influenced by the roadmaps of Over the Reality, Spheroid Universe, 
FOAM, XYO, Verus, and Qortal. Since we do not control the development timelines of these platforms, the time-
frames we provide are estimates and subject to change.

The inception of [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE begins with 
the minting of our total token supply on 21.12.2020 
and the First 1,000 NFTs on 21.12.2023, marking the 
cornerstone of our digital ecosystem. The launch of 
the liquidity pool on 21.01.2024 and the opening of 
our NFT-gated Discord channel pave the way for a 
community-driven experience from day one.

As we unlock the remaining token supply on 
20.04.2024, our focus shifts to establishing strategic 
partnerships that will play a crucial role in expanding 
our network’s influence and utility. These alliances are 
not merely transactional; they are the foundation upon 
which we will build a robust and resilient ecosystem.

With the unlocking of second-third of our token supply,  
we extend our reach to the Verus Blockchain, launching 
a basket currency that underpins our economic model. 
The introduction of localized VerusIDs for each 
state, province, and territory ensures a localized yet 
interconnected token distribution, fostering a sense of 
ownership and community among participants.

The final phase marks the beginning of development 
for the Override-layer, an ambitious endeavor to create 
a geospatial mixed reality platform that transcends 
traditional boundaries and establishes a new paradigm 
for digital interaction and governance.
Initiation Date: 14.06.2024
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don’t trust, verify

proofs
ENS Domain: projectoverride.eth Token Security Detection: Link

Owner Address: 0x304826d292a6C674CDCBb766AaE8c4F1f75611b4

Contract Creator Address: 0x47f98c1939966f2bb1792eb9a75575475dffdb84 

7,040,673.33333 Tokens -> OVERRIDE.vETH@ (iSUD6kGQKDaFUfK6EMYRtR4SNU4wjhEpMi) Lock Link

7,040,673.33333 Tokens -> OVERRIDE.PBaaSLaunch@ (iALfkJs3gwBnRAUUDGW7oikRN7J3HB7LLZ) Lock Link

team

cue points

You are part of the team if you desire to become part of building out the OVERRIDE game. The team consists of 
various volunteers and early adopters with a passion for the vision of [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE. You can get involved 
by joining the [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE Discord or Telegram.

We are inviting skilled developers to contribute to our innovative project, focusing on building a codebase for block-
chain interaction, AR/XR interface development, and implementing a geospatial proof of location protocol. Interested 
individuals are encouraged to share their expertise and portfolio by contacting us at developers@override.solutions.

© 2024 [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE. All rights reserved.

December 21, 2023 - 90,560 days = January 10, 1776: Thomas Paine’s Common Sense is published and 
begins to circulate around the American colonies (?).

December 21, 2020: Saturn and Jupiter conjunct 0 degrees Aquarius (?).

January 21, 2024: Pluto 0 degrees Aquarius (?).

March 17, 2024 - 90,560 days = April 6, 1776: The Continental Congress declares that all American ports are 
open to ships from all nations, except Great Britain (?).

April 20, 2024 - 90,560 days = May 10, 1776: The Continental Congress adopts John Adams’ resolution that 
it should begin forming a permanent national government (?).

June 14, 2024 - 90,560 days = July 4, 1776: The Declaration of Independence is adopted by the second 
Continental Congress, after being drafted by Jefferson and revised by the Congress in full session (?).

4,224,404 Override Tokens -> ILO: Transaction Date: 8:52 pm PST January 11, 2024 

OVERRIDE Tokens in Verus Bridge: 0x71518580f36FeCEFfE0721F06bA4703218cD7F63 

https://etherscan.io/name-lookup-search?id=projectoverride.eth
https://gopluslabs.io/token-security/1/0x71e64383B4feF62426DD1F7483DF75F832b84722
https://etherscan.io/address/0x304826d292a6C674CDCBb766AaE8c4F1f75611b4
https://etherscan.io/address/0x47f98C1939966F2Bb1792eb9a75575475DfFDb84
https://etherscan.io/address/0x47f98C1939966F2Bb1792eb9a75575475DfFDb84
https://etherscan.io/address/0x47f98C1939966F2Bb1792eb9a75575475DfFDb84
https://etherscan.io/address/0x47f98C1939966F2Bb1792eb9a75575475DfFDb84
https://insight.verus.io/tx/c07d429e4cc6ecc9de572484bd68b0b35514fb265bb42062b9652fb72b0b166c
https://vaultalert.net/Override.vETH@
https://insight.verus.io/tx/c9059719685c6a41e3fc372119374b3f1f7626974b0ffb5cb4a85a49c3f73bf9
https://vaultalert.net/Override.PBaaSLaunch@
https://discord.com/invite/Cehsdz2R6Z
https://t.me/overridetoken
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Sense
https://www.yourastrogenes.com/post/the-great-conjunction-in-aquarius-jupiter-saturn-and-the-dawn-of-a-new-world-order
https://astrobutterfly.com/2021/06/30/pluto-in-aquarius-2023-2044-power-to-the-people/
https://americanfounding.org/entries/second-continental-congress-april-6-1776/
https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Adams/01-03-02-0016-0116
https://www.constitutionfacts.com/us-declaration-of-independence/fourth-of-july/
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x8e5a35baecede925dc74d8658beb85a69110cd1a5cf8d07bf9f1224cf535de5d
https://etherscan.io/address/0x71518580f36FeCEFfE0721F06bA4703218cD7F63

